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SOLUTION 524
WATERBASED GRAFFITI REMOVER

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
SOLUTION 524 is a blend of powerful organic solvents and surfactants developed to remove gum and paint from
porous surfaces such as brickwork, stone, terrazzo and concrete. It was formulated to meet the strict health and
safety requirements of major Government Departments.
PRODUCT APPLICATIONS
SOLUTION 524 removes gum, paint, ink and permanent pen marks from porous surfaces such as brickwork,
stone, terrazzo and concrete. It is also very effective on many other surfaces including desks, chairs, vinyl floors,
carpets, tiles, aluminium, polyethylene play equipment (Do not use on clear perspex or lexan), old chewing gum
“rings” on tiles and concrete, street signs and advertising boards.
Some of the applications in which SOLUTION 524 is successfully being used









Trains and buses for removal of graffiti from seats and all surfaces including windows and floors.
Councils and schools for play equipment, especially plastic sections, (Recommended by play equipment
suppliers)
Phone booths for the removal of gum, texta pen marks and paint.
Graffiti stripper Terrazzo Surfaces Bricks, Concrete, Terracotta and tiles.
Gum removal from concrete, tiles, carpets, melamine and laminex surfaces
for the removal of permanent inks, texta pen marks and stamp pad marks and graffiti
removal.
Street signs.
Colour bond surfaces (Assessed by BHP/Lysaght as safe to use on their products.

ENVIRONMENTAL FEATURES



WATER SOLUBLE - safe disposal to waste system.
BIODEGRADABLE - has a built in surfactant system to help keep ink and dyes in suspension and aids in
breakdown of materials under natural conditions.

UNIQUE PRODUCT FEATURES
APPROVED BY - Government Departments & Major Corporations.
MULTI PURPOSE - Wide ranging applications.
EASY TO APPLY - No special applicator required.
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HOW TO USE
SOLUTION 524 is easy to apply, just spray or wipe on a small quantity and work into the area to be cleaned. When
graffiti is removed wipe over the cleaned surface with water to remove any residual solvent. Porous surfaces are
harder to clean and may require the gel version of this product to achieve the desired penetration. Leave in
contact with the graffiti as long as possible, then use an abrasive of some description, i.e., scrubbing brush or
pads to agitate the surface. In some instances it may be necessary to use high pressure water in conjunction with
the product.
Whatever the surface being cleaned, be sure to wipe over with a wet cloth or flush the area with water when
finished to remove any residual solvent. Use gloves, eye protection and protective clothing when applying
SOLUTION 524 as it will de-fat the skin (dry it out).Read the safety data sheet and follow all recommendations for
safe handling.
SAFETY FEATURES
LOW TOXICITY MATERIALS - Significantly reduces the handling danger to personnel.
NON FLAMMABLE - Does not contain any highly evaporative solvents.
NO DANGEROUS VAPOURS - Does not require user to wear breathing apparatus.
SAFE TO STORE - Removes storage hazards.
WARNING
Avoid skin and eye contact and breathing vapours.
FIRST AID
If poisoning occurs contact a doctor or poisons information centre. PH 13 11 26. If swallowed do not induce
vomiting, give a glass of water and seek immediate medical attention. For eyes, irrigate with water for 15
minutes. If skin contact does occur remove contaminated clothing and wash skin thoroughly with water. For
inhalation, remove patient to fresh air, lie down and rest and seek urgent medical attention.
PACKAGING
SOLUTION 524 is available in 5, 15, and 25 litre containers.
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